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C ouple  S urv e y :  Follow-up Note s
E nga ge d couple s  ca n m a k e  note s  he re  s o tha t the y  ca n continue  to dis cus s  is s ue s  brought up by  the  C ouple  S urv e y  a nd re a d the  re le v a nt pa rt(s )  of T he  Ma rria ge  B ook  
S e c t i o n T o p i c s  c o v e r e d T h e  M a r r i a g e  B o o k  r e f e r e n c e C o u p l e  S u r v e y  s t a t e m e n t s  t o  d i s c u s s  f u r t h e r

C o m m u n i c a t i o n
E ffe ctiv e  lis te ning
E ffe ctiv e  ta lk ing

C ha pte r 3
C ha pte r 4

C o m m i t m e n t
Ma rria ge  a s  a  cov e na nt
T im e  toge the r a nd tim e  a pa rt
W ide r fa m ily

C ha pte rs  1  &  2 0  &  Appe ndix  1
C ha pte r 2
C ha pte rs  1 3  &  1 4

R e s o lv i n g  c o n f l i c t

Acce pting diffe re nce s
Ha ndling a nge r
De a ling with fina nce s
Look ing for s olutions

C ha pte r 8
C ha pte r 1 1  &  1 2
C ha pte r 8  &  Appe ndix  3
C ha pte r 9

K e e p i n g  lo v e  a l i v e
B uilding frie nds hip
Lov e  la ngua ge s
S e x ua l re la tions hip

C ha pte r 2
C ha pte rs  5 ,  6  &  7
C ha pte rs  1 6  to 1 9  &  Appe ndix  2

S h a r e d  g o a ls  a n d  v a l u e s

Ma tching our s tride s
Fa m ily  ba ck ground
Pa re nting 
W ork ing out role s
S piritua l toge the rne s s

C ha pte rs  1 ,  8  &  2 0
C ha pte rs  1 3  to 1 5
(S e e  T he  Pa re nting B ook )
C ha pte r 8
C ha pte r 1 0  &  Appe ndix  4
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Bola Smith Yeni Jones
Birthday: 04-04-1985 06-02-1990
Ethnic Origin: Black African / Caribbean Black African / Caribbean
Education: Graduate / Professional Graduate / Professional
Employment: Full time Full time
Courting: Longer than 3 years Longer than 3 years
Relationship: Engaged Engaged
Wedding: 2017-09-25 2017-09-25
Married Before: Not Married Before Not Married Before
Cohabiting: Live Separately Live Separately
Children: None now None now
Religion: Christian Christian
Church: Weekly Weekly
Income: 20,000 - 39,999 20,000 - 39,999

Couple Information
Remember to ask open questions, and coach the engaged couple to search each other for clarity and for solutions. Start by showing them the overall results, indicating areas for
discussion, but not forgetting to be encouraging regarding their strengths.
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Agreement with each other and preferred response
Categories

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

      
6.1 Readiness

6 Ready for Marriage
     

5.5 Spiritual togetherness
5.4 Working out roles

5.3 Parenting
5.2 Family background

5.1 Matching our strides
5 Shared Goals and Values

    
4.3 Sexual relationship

4.2 Love languages
4.1 Building friendship

4 Keeping Love Alive
   

3.4 Looking for solutions
3.3 Dealing with finances

3.2 Handling anger
3.1 Accepting differences

3 Resolving Conflict
  

2.3 Wider family
2.2 Planning time together and time apart

2.1 Marriage as a covenant
2 Commitment

 
1.2 Effective listening

1.1 Effective talking
1 Communication

Preferred Percentages

Bola Smith Yeni Jones

Not Certain
Non Preferred
Preferred

78

89

67

55

78

63

25

61

89

22

33

60

67

63

50

64

50

63

57

88

63

50

50

69%69%

25%22%

6%8%
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1 Communication (78%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 1.1 Effective talking (89%)

disagree disagree disagree 137. I sometimes feel intimidated when I
have discussions with my partner.

agree agree agree 66. My partner is good at sharing personal
feelings with me.

agree agree agree 125. I find it easy to express my true
thoughts and feelings to my partner.

agree agree agree 57. I can discuss any issue with my partner.

disagree disagree disagree 68. I am concerned that sometimes my
partner refuses to talk to me.

disagree disagree disagree
145. I find it hard that my partner speaks to
other people about our personal concerns
rather than to me.

disagree disagree disagree 70. As a result of my past, I find it hard to
talk about my feelings.

agree agree disagree 82. I let my partner know whenever I
am feeling anxious or stressed.

Can you explain to your partner why you do this? What could they do to help you open up and
communicate how you really feel?

disagree disagree disagree 101. I worry that my partner might not love
me if they knew what I really felt.
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2 Communication (78%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 1.2 Effective listening (67%)

disagree disagree disagree 113. I sometimes feel my partner is not
really listening when I am talking.

disagree disagree disagree 47. My partner often interrupts me when I
am talking.

disagree agree agree 59. My partner finds it difficult to give
me their undivided attention.

Describe the kind of attention you would like and how it makes you feel when you do/do not get it.
How could your partner demonstrate that you have their attention?

disagree disagree disagree 147. Sometimes my partner dismisses my
point of view.

agree agree agree 20. We take time to listen to each other’s
point of view.

agree agree agree 58. I generally feel listened to and
understood by my partner.

agree not certain disagree 29. My partner is very good at giving
me emotional support.

Explain to your partner why you feel this way. Suggest what they could do to support you
emotionally. [To other partner] Are these suggestions acceptable? Could you make these changes?

disagree disagree disagree 45. I sometimes feel put down by my
partner.

agree disagree disagree
61. Communicating with my partner
usually makes me feel more self-
confident.

What would make you feel more confident about yourself? Explain to your partner how they can
help you feel more confident, in terms of changing language, listening and actions.
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1 Commitment (55%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 2.1 Marriage as a covenant (78%)

agree disagree disagree 116. My partner regularly puts my
interests before their own.

Tell your partner how that feels, giving a specific example if possible. What areas of your life do
you not expect to sacrifice? Are these non-negotiable? What would you do if circumstances (e.g.
you or your partner's ill health) put pressure on this area?

agree agree agree 73. My partner and I have agreed on what
being faithful means in practice.

disagree disagree disagree 92. My partner and I have different beliefs
and values about marriage.

agree agree agree 100. I grew up seeing a good model of
marriage to imitate.

agree agree agree
67. We both feel confident about working
through difficulties and disagreements in our
marriage.

agree agree agree
151. We have talked about the meaning of
the marriage vows we will make to each
other.

disagree disagree disagree
54. I expect getting married will resolve any
problems we are experiencing in our
relationship.

disagree disagree disagree 42. Always feeling in love with each other is
essential for our marriage to flourish.

agree not certain disagree
134. We know that we will both keep
changing over the course of our
marriage.

How do you manage change in your life? Explain how you reacted to a change that occurred in
your life.
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2 Commitment (55%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 2.2 Planning time together and time apart (63%)

agree disagree disagree 14. We have mutual friends who
support us in our relationship.

How can you develop mutual friends that you both enjoy? How do you think mutual friends might
support your relationship? In what circumstances, if any, do you think that you might together talk
about your marriage with another married couple?

agree agree agree 69. We enjoy pursuing some common
interests together.

agree agree agree 166. I am happy with the amount of time we
spend apart doing separate activities.

agree not certain not certain 65. I enjoy spending time with all of my
partner’s friends.

Explain to your partner why you don't feel at ease. Try to be specific about people, whilst
honouring their friendship with that person. How could you help your partner to get to know your
friends in a nonthreatening way?

disagree disagree disagree
152. I am concerned that my partner wants
us to spend too much of our free time
together.

disagree agree agree 44. We need to set aside more time to
be alone together.

[Critical] Explain to each other why you answered D/A to this statement and whether you still feel
the same way. Do you both agree as to how much time you feel you need alone? How would you
like married life to be different to now? How could you plan to spend more time together?

disagree disagree disagree
106. The use of computers, phones, the TV
(or similar) is a source of tension between
us.

disagree disagree disagree
30. I sometimes resent the amount of time
my partner spends at work or pursuing a
leisure activity.
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3 Commitment (55%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 2.3 Wider family (25%)

agree agree disagree
81. We are able to make our own
decisions, even when these may differ
from the views of our families.

Describe to your partner an issue that you found difficult to decide because you knew one of your
families would disagree. How could you both behave differently in this regard? How can you let
your families know that you are content with the decision you have made?

agree agree agree 55. I feel that I am respected by my
partner’s family.

disagree disagree agree
115. I am concerned that my partner is
too emotionally dependent on, or
influenced by, his/her family.

Explain to your partner why you find his/her involvement with their own family difficult. What can
you both agree on as appropriate behaviour/attitudes when you are married? How do you both
understand the "leaving and cleaving" idea implicit in marriage (ref. Genesis 2:24)?

disagree not certain not certain 153. I am concerned that one of our
families may interfere in our marriage.

[Critical] Explain to your partner the nature of your concern. Do you both agree on this? How can
you present a united front to your wider family members?

disagree agree agree
124. My partner’s attitude to a member
of our wider family causes problems
between us.

Explain to your partner how this makes you feel and what you would love to see happen in the
future. What can you both commit to each other in order to change this situation?

disagree disagree agree
83. I think my future parents-in-law
may be expecting us to spend too much
time with them.

Explain to your partner the nature of your concern. Do you both agree on this? How can you
present a united front to your wider family members?

agree agree agree
19. I am confident that my parents/parents-
in-law will support us in the way we bring up
children.

disagree disagree agree
86. Our backgrounds or the different
traditions we were brought up with
may cause problems in our marriage.

Explain to your partner in what ways these differences might cause problems. Suggest ways in
which you and your partner could act so as to avoid or resolve these problems. [To the partner]
Does that sound reasonable?
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1 Resolving Conflict (61%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 3.1 Accepting differences (100%)

agree agree agree 163. We understand and accept the different
ways each of us likes to relax.

disagree disagree disagree 40. I am often irritated by my partner’s way
of doing things.

agree agree agree
33. We both make compromises to
accommodate each other’s way of doing
things.

disagree disagree disagree
121. My partner’s lack of organisation and/or
time-keeping is a problem in our
relationship.

disagree disagree disagree 46. I wish my partner would take the
initiative more often.

agree agree agree 122. I respect the way my partner makes
decisions.

disagree disagree disagree 155. My partner’s behaviour often
embarrasses me.

agree agree agree 39. I respect my partner as he/she is.
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2 Resolving Conflict (61%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 3.2 Handling anger (89%)

disagree disagree disagree 77. My tendency is to bury my feelings when
I'm angry.

disagree disagree disagree 139. My partner goes silent or withdraws
emotionally when he/she is angry.

disagree disagree disagree 157. I fear that arguments will mean the end
of our relationship.

agree agree agree 117. When we argue, we resist accusing or
blaming each other.

agree agree agree 18. My partner is good at apologising when
he/she gets it wrong.

disagree disagree disagree 34. My partner’s anger sometimes frightens
me.

disagree agree not certain 80. My partner often over-reacts when
something upsets them.

Give your partner an example of when they over-reacted. What change would you like to see? [To
the partner] If you feel this comment is fair, what could you both do to help you react to getting
upset in more constructive ways? [Ensure you affirm them that it is healthy to get upset - the
focus here is on how to process that emotion.]

disagree disagree disagree 17. My partner often becomes moody or
critical when they are upset.

agree agree agree 141. We’re both good at forgiving each other
and letting go of past hurt.
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3 Resolving Conflict (61%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 3.3 Dealing with finances (22%)

agree not certain agree 109. I know how much credit/debt my
partner is bringing into our marriage.

[Confirm that they have now had this conversation during the course. If they haven't, ask why.]
Explain to one another why you find this conversation topic difficult. Explain to your partner what
your financial aim is for the future. Summarise for one another your understanding of the financial
plan you are both committing to.

agree not certain agree 16. We talk openly about our attitudes
towards money.

Describe to each other your different attitudes about money. Summarise to one another what you
understand your joint decision is about how you will handle your finances once married. Tell each
other how you would like the conversation to continue in your marriage.

disagree not certain disagree 15. I worry that my partner might
spend too much money.

Explain to your partner why you worry about their spending habits. What can you both do to avoid
worries about money? Have you planned a budget for how you will handle your joint income once
married?

agree agree agree
53. We agree that in marriage all of our
money and possessions will belong to both
of us.

disagree disagree disagree
149. I am concerned that my partner comes
from a family that handles money very
differently to my family.

disagree not certain disagree 138. We tend to avoid talking about
money.

Since you completed the survey have you been able to talk about money? Explain to each other
why you both avoid the subject. Outline your hope for how you can both be comfortable talking
about money throughout your relationship.

agree agree not certain 108. My partner and I both know how to
live within our financial means.

Explain to your partner why you think this happens. What can you both do to change this and
avoid running-up debt? Have you planned a budget for how you will handle your joint income once
married?

disagree agree disagree

146. I am concerned that our different
views on saving, giving, spending or
using credit will cause conflict between
us.

[Critical] Describe to each other your different views about handling money. Summarise to one
another what you understand your joint decision is about how you will handle your finances once
married. Tell each what you understand to be your common goals for money in your married life
(e.g. clearing personal debt, saving for a house deposit, managing on one income when children
are born).

agree not certain agree
71. We have decided how we will
organise our finances and set our
budget when we are married.

[Confirm that they have now had this conversation during the course. If they haven't, ask why?]
Explain to one another why you find this conversation topic difficult. Explain to your partner what
your financial aim is for the future. Summarise for one another your understanding of the financial
plan you are both committing to.
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4 Resolving Conflict (61%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 3.4 Looking for solutions (33%)

disagree agree agree 78. My partner tends to avoid difficult
issues rather than talk them through.

Explain to your partner the effect is this having on your relationship. How can you both create the
right atmosphere for difficult things to be discussed? What would you like to see happen to
improve the situation? Are there no-go areas that you avoid [encourage them to face up to these
and find a way to open that discussion]?

disagree agree agree 165. Our arguments over unimportant
issues tend to escalate.

Explain to you partner the effect this is having on your relationship. Why do you think this
happens? What could you both do to stop this happening?

disagree disagree disagree 51. When we disagree, my partner criticises
me rather than addressing the real issue.

agree disagree disagree 132. My partner and I are good at
resolving our disagreements.

Describe to each other how you would really like to resolve disagreements. If possible, identify a
time when you did achieve successful resolution, and describe the impact on you and your
relationship together. How can you see more of those times occurring in your relationship?

disagree disagree agree 136. I often deny my real feelings just
to keep the peace.

Describe to your partner why you do this, if possible with reference to a recent occasion when you
did so. If possible, describe to one another what changes you both could make so that you both felt
it was safe to share your real feelings.

agree agree agree 112. We agree on the best and worst times
to discuss differences of opinion.

agree agree agree
63. When we have a difference of opinion, I
still feel I can be open in sharing my
thoughts and feelings.

disagree agree agree 32. We always seem to argue over the
same issues.

[Critical] Describe to one another what you feel those issues are, and why you believe they cause
repetitive conflict. What is your plan to find reconciliation and a way forward so that this does not
continue in to marriage? Do you feel you need help to resolve this?

disagree agree agree 160. The different way we approach
conflict causes tension between us.

Who is a "rhino" in your relationship, and who is a "hedgehog"? How has the course helped you to
understand your different approaches? With this new appreciation are you able to handle conflict
better? What would you still like to change in your own approach, and your partner's approach?
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1 Keeping Love Alive (60%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 4.1 Building friendship (67%)

agree agree agree
156. I am totally satisfied with our shared
sense of humour and how much we laugh
together.

agree agree agree 37. My partner is very good at making me
feel understood and appreciated.

agree agree agree 64. I always feel good about myself after
spending time with my partner.

disagree disagree disagree 91. One or more of my friends are concerned
about my choice of partner.

disagree agree agree 162. My partner rarely joins me in
activities that I enjoy.

Describe to your partner what you would really like from them, how that would make you feel, and
the impact it would have on your relationship. How could you find more things to do together that
you both really enjoy - possibly things that are new to both of you?

agree not certain disagree 164. My partner is good at drawing me
out in conversation.

Explain to your partner why you sometimes don’t' find conversation easy - if possible give a
specific recent example. Describe for one another the kind of conversations you would really love
to experience more of. How can you both become better listeners?

disagree disagree disagree 144. I feel my partner spends too much time
with his/her friends.

disagree agree disagree 111. My partner usually decides what
we do together.

How do you feel about that? Do you seek change? If so, explain to your partner what you would
really like in an ideal world - focus on specific things they could do that would make a difference.
Encourage the partner to respond. What could you both do to encourage more shared decision
making?

agree agree agree 126. I can always confide in my partner and
have absolute trust in them to keep a secret.
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2 Keeping Love Alive (60%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 4.2 Love languages (63%)

agree agree agree 105. I know what makes my partner feel
especially loved.

disagree agree agree
49. The different way we tend to give
and receive affection causes problems
between us.

Refer to "The Five Love Languages" [kind words, kind actions, physical touch, quality time, gifts
and presents] and ask how that element of ths course was helpful. Ask each partner to summarise
the others' "love language" and give each an opportunity to respond. Hint that we all tend to
express love in the way we would prefer to receive it.

agree agree agree 102. My partner knows what makes me feel
especially loved.

agree agree agree 98. I feel especially loved by the amount of
practical help my partner gives me.

agree disagree agree 99. My partner is good at giving me the
kind of presents I really enjoy.

Describe to your partner how you feel when this is lacking. Describe to your partner how they could
make you feel more loved in this way, and what you could do to signal your desires more clearly.

disagree disagree disagree 123. I would like my partner to be more
demonstrative with their physical affection.

agree agree agree 127. My partner is very good at affirming
and encouraging me.

agree agree disagree
89. My partner is good at taking the
initiative in planning time for us to be
together as a couple.

Describe to your partner how you feel when this is lacking. Describe to your partner how they could
make you feel more loved in this way, and what you could do to signal your desires more clearly.
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3 Keeping Love Alive (60%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 4.3 Sexual relationship (50%)

agree agree agree 88. I am comfortable with the ways my
partner behaves towards other men/women.

disagree disagree agree
107. I am concerned that I will not be
able to fulfil my partner’s sexual
desires.

Express to your partner why you feel this way. How can you help each other to build trust and
confidence in this area? Discuss patience, the need for confession and forgiveness, plus the time
factor in healing hurts that led to such fears. If pornography is a factor, explain its negative impact
and the help available for this common addiction.

disagree disagree disagree
148. My partner's or my own feelings about
sex are affected by a sense of guilt or
shame.

agree disagree not certain 159. We have been able to discuss our
sexual histories constructively.

Explain to your partner why you feel this way about the past and your desire for the future. Explain
the need for honesty and real respect for one another as sexual history is discussed as both are
required to build trust and intimacy. Give each partner an opporunity to respond. If there is a need
for pastoral help or counselling to assist healing and freedom from the past, consider offering this.

agree disagree disagree 50. Both of our families have passed on
to us positive attitudes about sex.

How would you describe the unhelpful attitude you or your partner received? How would you like
the attitude in your own future family to be different? How can you help each other to adopt more
positive and constructive attitudes over time?

disagree disagree disagree 120. I am concerned that past sexual
experiences may affect our relationship.

disagree disagree disagree
110. I am concerned that past homosexual
experiences of one or both of us may affect
our relationship.

agree disagree disagree
114. We both want our sexual
relationship to be an important aspect
of our marriage.

Explain to your partner why you disagreed with this statement and your hopes for the future.
Describe to each other your expectation in this area over time, as your relationship develops.
Describe to each other your level of confidence that you will be able to talk together about your
feelings and hopes in this area as your relationship develops.

agree agree agree 26. My partner and I can talk about our
sexual hopes, fears and preferences.

disagree disagree agree 23. I am concerned that my partner
may be viewing pornography.

Explain to your partner how this makes you feel and the impact it has on your relationship.
Demonstrate to your partner that you understand the addictive properties of pornography and the
powerful temptation it must be to them. [To the partner using pornography] Explain to your
partner the particular times, situations and emotional triggers which make this problem worse,
and what your partner could do to help you avoid pornography and deal with this issue. [Note: Give
both partners an opportunity to respond, encouraging them for their openness and willingness to
address this issue together. Focus on the impact on the relationship, and practical steps that they
can take together, rather than on your own moral view about the use of pornography. Advise good
practical boundaries in the home regarding internet and the television. Offer counselling if
necessary.]
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1 Shared Goals and Values (64%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 5.1 Matching our strides (50%)

disagree agree agree 22. I expect my partner to change
his/her behaviour once we are married.

If not, why not? Do you expect yourself to change at all? Explain to one another the changes you
might hope for. Say what changes you are hoping for yourself. How can you offer one another
unconditional love now, as well as being hoping for future change?

disagree disagree agree
31. My partner's use of drugs, alcohol,
tobacco or gambling causes problems
between us.

Explain to your partner why you agreed with this statement, being honest about how it makes you
feel and how it affects your relationship. [Give the partner a chance to respond, encouraging them
to demonstrate understanding and to be honest if they feel it is unreasonable.] How can you both
come to a place of mutual agreement about changing or appreciating behaviour on these issues?
Can you describe for your partner where the boundaries are - what you consider to be
(un)reasonable?

disagree agree agree 118. I expect my partner to meet all of
my emotional needs.

Explain to your partner why you agreed with this statement, being clear about what you expect
and don't expect from them. [Give the partner a chance to respond, encouraging them to be
honest about how they feel given such expectations.] Allow that couples are different, and meet
each others needs differently. Where would you draw a line between healthy emotional needs and
unhealthy dependence?

agree agree agree 75. My partner and I have similar views over
the use of drugs.

disagree disagree disagree 95. I am concerned that my partner feels
unhappy much of the time.

agree agree agree 52. We agree on what is appropriate
behaviour when we are with others.

agree disagree agree 38. I have seen that my partner is open
to changing his/her behaviour.

Explain to your partner why you disagreed with this statement, being as specific as possible and
using a recent example if possible. Being willing to modify behaviour or demands for change, to
accomodate the others' view, is fundamental to the success of any relationship - how will this
happen in the future in your relationsip (e.g. deciding whether to change, tolerate or
compromise)?

disagree disagree disagree 76. I feel under pressure to get married.
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2 Shared Goals and Values (64%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 5.2 Family background (63%)

disagree agree agree
161. Differences in our social and
economic backgrounds are a problem in
our relationship.

Identify the key differences and explain to your partner the imact they have in your relationship.
How do these differences affect your goals, expectations and values? How has the course helped
you to recognise and discuss these differences?

disagree disagree disagree
142. I am worried that what I observed in my
parents’ relationship might adversely affect
our own relationship.

agree disagree disagree

158. We have discussed our family
backgrounds and understand the
differences (e.g economically, socially,
culturally) between us.

Has the course helped you to discuss the differences in your family backgrounds? Summarise that
discussion for one another to check your understanding of your partner's view. Identify the key
differences and explain to your partner the imact they have in your relationship. How do these
differences affect your goals, expectations and values?

disagree not certain not certain 35. Our family backgrounds sometimes
cause one or both of us to over-react.

[Critical] Explain to your partner why you agreed with this statement and how it affects your
relationship. During this course have you been able to discuss and understand why one or both of
you overreact? Have you reached agreement as to how you can both reduce these reactions, or
minimise their negative impact?

disagree disagree disagree 129. Abuse in my past affects the way I
relate to my partner.

disagree disagree disagree
85. Different values around status and
money in our family backgrounds concern
me.

agree agree agree
140. We both feel completely at ease talking
about every aspect of our family
backgrounds.

agree agree agree 97. Both of our families support our
marriage.
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3 Shared Goals and Values (64%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 5.3 Parenting (57%)

agree disagree disagree
21. We are agreed about whether one
of us will give up full-time work to look
after our children.

Explain to your partner why you disagreed with this statement. Has the course helped you reach
agreement in principle? Can you imagine compromise through new solutions or changing roles
from time to time?

agree agree agree 74. We are in agreement about our
expectations for educating children.

agree agree agree 90. We are in agreement about whether we
would like to have children.

agree agree agree 135. Our own relationship will still come first
if we become parents.

disagree agree disagree
87. I am concerned that, if we become
parents, differences in parenting styles
could cause problems between us.

Explain to your partner what difference in parenting style most concerns you. What affect will it
have on you, and what affect will it have on the children? Can you discuss this issue freely and find
a place of agreement?

agree agree agree 62. We are agreed on the family planning
method we will use.

disagree not certain agree
41. The different ways we were
disciplined as children might make it
difficult for us to agree as parents.

Describe the key differences to one another and why they might cause conflict. What can you both
do to find a common approach and resolve differences? Do you agree that a unified approach to
discipline, money, acceptable behaviour and language, t.v., etc is necessary?
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4 Shared Goals and Values (64%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 5.4 Working out roles (88%)

disagree disagree disagree 79. We differ over whether one person
should be the head of the household.

agree agree agree 43. I feel confident we will divide the
housework fairly between us.

agree agree agree 154. We have discussed and agreed upon
our career plans.

agree disagree disagree
150. We have discussed and agree on
how we will combine parenthood and
our careers.

Summarise for your partner your understanding of the conversation so far. Explain your hopes and
fears to one another about this issue. Is there mutual support and appreciation of how you both
feel, and a workable plan going forward?

disagree disagree disagree
103. I am concerned that my partner will
expect us to adopt the same roles in
marriage as his/her parents.

disagree disagree disagree 28. Sometimes my partner does not consult
me when making important decisions.

agree agree agree 13. I am content about how we will share
decision-making in our marriage.

agree agree agree
128. We both know where each other’s
strengths lie and how this will affect the
roles we fulfil.
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5 Shared Goals and Values (64%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 5.5 Spiritual togetherness (63%)

agree agree agree 25. We agree on whether we should go to a
place of worship together regularly.

agree agree agree 93. I find it easy to discuss my beliefs and
values with my partner.

disagree agree agree 133. I feel my partner’s beliefs and
values are different to mine.

Summarise your beliefs and how they differ. [Give the partner a chance to contribute.] How does
this affect your relationship? Do you feel there is great mutual appreciation and understanding of
your different beliefs, or are there some tensions that you would like to resolve? If there are
tensions, how do you plan to resolve them?

agree agree agree 130. My partner actively supports my beliefs
and moral values.

agree not certain not certain 27. We agree on how we will pass on
our beliefs and values to our children.

Outline for each other what your hopes are for yourselves and your children. What priorities do you
agree on? Can there be compromise in other areas? [If this discussion causes tension, encourage
the couple that it is a key area to find a good way of communicating with one another about,
rather than avoiding.]

disagree disagree disagree 104. I would like my partner to share more
in the practice of our spiritual beliefs.

disagree agree agree 94. Spiritual beliefs cause conflict
between us.

Explain to your partner why you agreed with this statement, how it makes you feel, and how it
impacts your relationship when you fight. [Give the other partner a chance to respond.] How can
you achieve more harmony here, without avoiding the issue? Could you agree to have a
conversation and commit to listening to one another's beliefs? What could you do to assist this
conversation (e.g. attend an Alpha Course or similar)?

agree agree agree 56. My partner’s family respects my beliefs.
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1 Ready for Marriage (50%)

Preferred Bola
Smith

Yeni
Jones 6.1 Readiness (50%)

disagree disagree disagree
24. The thought of spending the rest of my
life with my partner sometimes concerns
me.

disagree agree disagree 36. Sometimes I find that our
relationship drains me of energy.

Are there specific things that make you feel this, or is it a more general feeling? How might those
things change over the course of the relationship? What could you both do to ensure that your
relationship gives you both energy, rather than drains you?

agree agree not certain
48. I respect the way my partner treats
other people whether they are well
acquainted or strangers.

Explain to your partner what attitudes they adopt or actions they take regarding others, that
causes you to lose respect for them. Do you ever feel treated in a similar way? What changes
could you both make to increase your level of respect for one another

disagree agree not certain
60. I could not remain married if my
partner did not change some of his/her
current behaviour.

Describe these behaviours to your partner, being as specific as possible, focussing on how they
make you feel. How would you like your partner to change? How is that going to happen and what
is your part to play? Are you both committed to making these changes?

agree disagree disagree
72. We’ve had disagreements and been
able to work through them
successfully.

Describe to each other how you would really like to resolve disagreements. If possible, identify a
time when you did achieve successful resolution, and describe the impact on you and your
relationship together. How can you see more of those times occurring in your relationship?

agree agree agree 84. We have a strong friendship and plenty
of common interests.

agree agree agree
96. We have been together long enough to
see how each other copes in difficult
situations.

agree disagree not certain 119. We know all about each other’s
past and are able to forgive each other.

Explain to your partner whether you wish to know more about their past, or whether you are
struggling to forgive what happened. Do you feel you have both been open and honest to the
extent that is vulnerable and respectful? How might you reach that ability to forgive each other?

disagree disagree disagree
131. I have sometimes felt my partner’s
behaviour is abusive - verbally, emotionally,
physically or sexually.

agree agree agree 143. All of my friends and family think we
make a good couple.
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